
Professional Leadership
The AIA Committee on Architecture for Education (CAE) is the only all-volunteer 
educational planning and design organization in the United States, as well as the 
largest North American institution dedicated to educational facility planning. During 
his tenure on the K-12 Subcommittee and National Leadership Group, Steve was 
instrumental in growing the organization and its resources in significant ways, 
resulting in a greater impact for its members and their clients.



As an initial co-chair of the K-12 Subcommittee, Steve led the effort to engage 
more than 100 members in a continuing dialog about creating more effective 
environments for learning. Today the Subcommittee produces several webinars 
each year that engage and share information with hundreds of AIA members 
and their clients.

Steve served as the manager of the CAE website for three years, gathering 
and posting monthly articles, discussions, blogs, tweets, conference schedules 
and debriefs, and awards program summaries authored by CAE and allied 
organizations.



Steve has actively participated in the planning of nine conferences, three of which were located overseas. 
Steve chaired the 2011 CAE fall conference in London, England, co-chaired the 2014 spring conference in 
Barcelona, Spain and served on the planning committee for the 2008 fall conference in Helsinki, Finland. 
He has led the Committee’s sponsorship efforts and developed ongoing partnerships with allied organiza-
tions that have resulted in significant financial support for the CAE.

Partnerships

To further disseminate best practices knowledge, Steve has been instrumental in enhancing important 
partnerships between the CAE and several allied organizations, including the Education Market 
Association. Steve has also developed partnerships with organizations that focus on learning environ-
ments in the United Kingdom, Finland, Australia and Spain.



In 2014, Steve co-chaired the CAE Spring Conference held 
in Barcelona, Spain. This event, titled “The Value of Design: 
Enhancing Education Through Architecture” focused on the 
impact architecture and design bring to educational environ-
ments on an international basis.



AIA members interacted with Spanish and other 
European architects, engineers and educators 
through a series of on-site seminars, panel discus-
sions and tours. While focusing on the impact of 
design on Catalonian educational environments 
in both urban and rural locations, discussions 
also compared North American and European 
approaches to pedagogy, sustainable design, 
economic challenges and funding methodologies.

Notable speakers included Josep Maria Montaner, 
Architect PhD, Permanent Professor at the School 
of Architecture of Barcelona and author 35 books 
on Spanish architecture; Felip Pich-Aguilera, 
Spanish president of the International Initiative for 
a Sustainable Built Environment and World Green 
Building Council; and Wolfgang Frey, German 
architect and author of several books on the 
Passivhaus Movement. 



In 2011, Steve chaired the Committee on Architecture for Education 
fall conference in London, England, which was held jointly with the 
British Council for School Environments (BCSE). The conference 
focused on the United Kingdom’s Building Better Schools program, 
its impact on learning, and the design and construction budget 
controversies that later arose during the recession.



Participants had the opportunity to physically visit many of the replacement schools that were 
built while interacting with British and European architects, engineers and educators, discussing 
in person the controversies and challenges in school funding that became prevalent in the United 
Kingdom and Europe during the economic downturn.

Prominent speakers included Lord Hill, Education Minister, and Parliamentary Under-Secretary 
of State for Schools; Peter Lowner, Chief Executive of the United Kingdom’s Education Funding 
Agency; Ronald Bogle, President and CEO of the American Architecture Foundation; and Sir William 
Atkinson, who transformed one of the worst performing schools into one of the highest performing 
schools in the UK. 

The conference concluded with an international panel discussion, at the Rook Lane Chapel in 
Frome, that compared sustainable design strategies in the United States and United Kingdom.


